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BURGMAN 650
BURGMAN. The name is synonymous with two-wheel luxury.

For an entire generation of riders, BURGMAN has redefined the motorcycling experience. In ways once unimaginable, it has brought performance
and comfort into alignment. It has presented motorcyclists everywhere with new ways to think about the twin pursuits of pleasure and freedom.

Now make way for the 2018 BURGMAN 650. Control has never come so freely. Power has never flowed with such ease. Every movement feels
smooth and graceful. Every street is yours for the taking. On the open highway, the BURGMAN 650 cruises in a class of its own. Such is the
abundance of power at hand that your every destination feels near. It's exhilarating. And from the exhilaration is born inspiration. The ease with
which you accelerate, downshift, and manoeuvre around traffic and through every backroad detour is a tour de force. With surefootedness that
inspires confidence and plush ride comfort that leaves you feeling sharp and relaxed long after you hit the road, the BURGMAN 650 empowers
you to go much further.

$14,790 
RIDE
AWAY*

*The Eco Drive Indicator does not automatically improve fuel economy but may help riders refine their riding efficiency and improve fuel
consumption. Fuel consumption may vary depending on traffic conditions, such as the frequency of starts from stop, distance driven, rate of
acceleration (throttle use), chosen speed, and maintenance.

**The ABS is a supplemental device for brake operation, not a device for shortening stopping distance. Always remember to reduce speed
sufficiently before approaching curves and corners.
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KEY FEATURES

The BURGMAN 650 delivers performance with as much control as you desire. A liquid-
cooled 638cm3 engine offers all the power you need. Computerised fuel injection, a Pulsed-
secondary AIR-injection (PAIR) system, and an O2 feedback system with catalyzer boost
fuel efficiency and minimise emissions. 

The SECVT's updated design includes new clutch plates that cause 35% less drag.

A tubular frame and aluminium-alloy swingarm position the engine and transmission for
balance and agility. The frame inherits the long, 1,595mm wheelbase of earlier Burgmans
for a sporty, controllable ride and has a newly designed, slimmer tail section for sleeker,
sportier bodywork. Plenty of wheel travel (110mm at the front and 100mm at the rear) helps
to keep the ride smooth.

The exhaust system is sleek thanks to a new-look triangle-section muffler, And it’s
engineered to keep emissions so low that the BURGMAN 650 satisfies the most stringent
regulations.
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KEY FEATURES
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By just toggling buttons on the handlebars, you can choose three distinct transmission modes: two fully automatic modes (Drive
and Power) and Manual. Drive mode heightens efficiency at normal road speeds and gives smooth, linear, almost shock-free
power delivery for easy riding. Power mode gives more punch when you twist the throttle. And Manual mode lets you thumb-
toggle between five preset gear ratios for a unique feeling of control.

All new Eco Drive Indicator to encourage riding that may reduce environmental impacts. The Eco Drive Indicator light, located on
the instrument panel, will come on when the vehicle is operated in a fuel-efficient manner - and may help riders learn techniques
to improve their fuel economy*

All-round disc brakes deliver reassuring stopping power. The front brakes have an updated design with floating discs for more
consistent braking performance. An antilock braking system (ABS)** helps to maximize the rider's control by preventing the
wheels from locking during hard brake application. The ABS unit weights 55% less than that of the previous model.

The windscreen is shaped to give great wind protection and a clear view of the road. It's electrically adjustable to suit the rider's
height. For convenience in tight parking spaces, the rear view mirrors can be retracted electrically at the touch of a button.

The seat is optimally sized and thickly padded for two-up luxury even on long journeys. The rider's backrest can be adjusted
forward and backward by 50mm for optimal support. No tools are necessary.

A lever-operated brake lock lever gives the rider extra peace of mind. The lever has a stylish new design that makes it easier to
reach and operate.

The rear backrest firmly supports the passenger providing additional comfort and a sense of security.
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SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINEENGINE TWIN-CYLINDER, 4-STROKE, DOHC, LIQUID-COOLED

STARTERSTARTER ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSIONTRANSMISSION SECVT, SELECTABLE AUTOMATIC OR 5-SPEED MANUAL

FRONT SUSPENSIONFRONT SUSPENSION 41MM TELESCOPIC FORKS

REAR SUSPENSIONREAR SUSPENSION SWINGARM TYPE, WITH ADJUSTABLE SPRING PRELOAD

FRONT BRAKESFRONT BRAKES NISSIN TWIN-PISTON CALIPERS, DUAL FLOATING 260MM DISCS, ABS

REAR BRAKESREAR BRAKES SINGLE-PISTON CALIPER, 250MM DISC WITH ABS

FUEL CAPACITYFUEL CAPACITY 15 LITRES

COLOURSCOLOURS PEARL GLACIER WHITE

WARRANTYWARRANTY 2 YEAR UNLIMITED KILOMETRE

SEAT HEIGHTSEAT HEIGHT 756 MM

LENGTHLENGTH 2265 MM

WIDTHWIDTH 810 MM

HEIGHTHEIGHT 1420 MM

WET WEIGHTWET WEIGHT 275 KG

WHEELBASEWHEELBASE 1585 MM

MODEL CODEMODEL CODE AN650L8
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ACCESSORIES

49LT TOP CASE
WITHOUT COVER
Part No: 990D0-K4902

Price: $579.00

BACKREST PAD
FOR 49LT TOP
CASE
Part No: 990D0-
K4900-005

Price: $101.00

BLACK TOP CASE
COVER
Part No: 990D0-K4900-
BLK

Price: $622.50

ECSTAR R7000
10W40 SEMI
SYNTHETIC 1-
LITRE
Part No: 99000-R7000-
01L

Price: $19.95

ECSTAR R7000
10W40 SEMI
SYNTHETIC 4-
LITRE
Part No: 99000-R7000-
04L

Price: $69.95

ECSTAR R9000
10W40 FULL
SYNTHETIC 1-
LITRE
Part No: 99000-R9000-
01L

Price: $27.95

ECSTAR R9000
10W40 FULL
SYNTHETIC 4-
LITRE
Part No: 99000-R9000-
04L

Price: $99.95

FIRST AID KIT -
LARGE
Part No: 990AA-02010-
003

Price: $70.00

FIRST AID KIT -
SMALL
Part No: 990AA-02010-
006

Price: $40.00

FRONT LEG
SHIELD COVER
Part No: 48131-26J10

Price: $145.50

GREY PILLION
RIDER HANDLE
COVER SET
Part No: 46210-26811-
PGZ

Price: $46.00

GRIP HANDLE
HEATER SET
Part No: 57100-05881

Price: $450.00

HEATER SEAT
SET
Part No: 45100-26810-
AF4

Price: $896.00

PROP STAND
Part No: 42310-
26J10

Price: $54.00

REAR BOX PLATE
SET
Part No: 93200-26811

Price: $175.00

REAR BOX PLATE
STOPPER SET
Part No: 93200-26820

Price: $59.50

REAR BOX
PLATE STOPPER
SET
Part No: 93200-26820

Price: $59.50

SUZUKI DRY HIP
BAG
Part No: 990F0-DRYHB-
001

Price: $53.50
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